New values for many lin es not measured he retofore are reported.
Introduction
During the past 30 years, numerous investigations of intensities and oscillator strengths in the ultraviolet part of the iron spectrum have been carried out. The great variety of forms in which they are re ported makes comparisons diffic ult and obscures systematic errors which could otherwise be discovered and perhaps corrected. Furthermore, the fragmentary nature of these reports often leaves serious gaps in our knowledge of the line strength characteristics of the spectrum. Collection of these published reports into a single compilation not only permits the discovery of errors but di scloses the need for certain additional work to be done. In 1964 Corliss and Warner made s),lch a compilation for Fe I in the region 3100 to 9000 A and supplied many new measurements in the region 4000 to 9900 A. This provides nearly complete information for Fe I in the regions of interest to astrophysicists who obtain their data through the atmosphere but there remain many lacunae in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum that is of special interest to laboratory spectroscopists and space astrophysicists.
It is the purpose of this paper to extend that work as far as possible into the ultraviolet. To that end we have assembled such published ultraviolet data as were overlooked in our previous compilation or have since appeared, adjusted them to the same absolute scale and supplemented them with new values for many lines not previously measured.
There are in general three different methods which have been used to measure intensities and oscillator strengths in spectra such as Fe I. The three methods find their optimum utility in the measurement of lines of different intensity ranges and of different degrees of excitation. The hook method, which is supposed to provide the most accurate measurements, is limited to the strong lines of the spectrum. Because of *U ni vers ity of London ObservalOr y. London, N.W. 7, En gland. the nature of the measurement to be made , the method of total absorption is less precise and consequently may be less accurate than the hook method, but it does permit the measurement of fainter lines. However, both of these methods , because they depend on furnace excitation do not produce lines whose lower levels are far above the ground state of the atom. To observe these lines emission methods are generally used. In emission methods , precise measurements of intensities can usually be made but the population distribution amongst the energy levels of the atoms cannot always b e accurately specified. This is in contrast to the first two methods in which thermal equilibrium is assured by furnace excitation.
Work on the ultraviole t spectrum of Fe I which has already bee n publi shed includes all of the s tron ger lin es. Th ese have bee n measured by all three of the me thods mentioned above. To supplement this work and to complete the description of the intensity structure of Fe I the faint lines in the ultraviolet must be measured. We have done this by means l .of observations in emission, using arcs and sparks which reveal the faintest lines.
Published Data
The previously published data un the ultraviolet part of the first spectrum of iron , Fe I, discussed in this section, is summarized in table 1. A number of measurements made prior to 1962, those of King and King [1938] ; Carter [1949] ; Mitrofanova 11952J; Aarts, Harting, and Bakked1954]; Allen and Asaad [1957] ; and Hefferlin [1959] , have been discussed by Corliss and Warner [1964] and are not further di sc ussed here. The early work of van Milaan [1926] reports meas urements of 69 lines in a 1.5 A iron arc and 61 of the m in a spark. Comparison with other meas ure me nts s hows that the lines of the stronger half of the group hav e been weakened by self-absorption , co nsequ e ntly we have not used van Milaan's data. Two papers have been published dealing with ex· tensive theoretical calculations of line strengths in Fe I. The first was by Gottschalk [1948] who com· puted line strengths in intermediate coupling for the 3d7(4P)4s -3d7(4P)4p and 3d7(4F)4s -3d7(4F)4p transitions. To test these values we have plotted log SIX.
from Gottschalk versus log gf from Corliss and Bozman [1962] in figure 1. The figure shows that calculations for the 4p parent are unreliable but that, except for Gottschalk [1948J with those from Corliss and Bozman [1962] . lines for which log gf < -1.0, the calculations for the 4F parent are in agreement with the measured values. According to Gottschalk, the disagreement in the case of the 4p parent is caused by the fact that the L and the S of the 4p core are ,not good quantum numbers. The lack of agreement for faint lines (in the case of the 4F parent) seems to be typical of calculated values. Since only 57 of his lines are of use to us and since these have all been measured many times by others, we have omitted them from our tabulation.
It should be noted, however, by those interested in theoretical calculation of line strengths that the method used by Gottschalk has led in certain c ases to remarkably accurate values.
Recently Shore [1965] has investigated simple LScoupling line and multiplet strengths in Fe I and compared them with observed values. He found that the standard deviation within a multiplet was 30 percent or less (i.e., within the experimental error) for about half the multiplets. The fluctuations among multiplets in transition arrays were considerably larger, sometimes amounting to several. orders of magnitude. Many of the observed Fe I lines are intersystem transitions which are not predicted in this scheme. . In view of the evident uncertainties in calculated line strengths for Fe I, it seems that at present we are forced to rely almost entirely on measured values . Further investigation by theoreticians of calculations by the method of intermediate coupling would appear to be very much worthwhile, however.
Russian Measurements
Over the past 50 years, since the introduction of the hook method into the physical laboratories at the University of Leningrad by Rozhdestvenskii, Russian physicists have conducted an outstanding sustained effort in the measurement of oscillator strengths. A number of their papers have been concerned with Fer. In 1964 Prokofiev, Nikonova, Gruzdev, and Frish published a review of the subject . entitled "Oscillator Strengths in the Spectrum Fe r." In (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(8) it they review critically Hi papers on the subject and tabulate mean values of log gf for 1167 lines of Fe I reported in those papers. There are five Russian papers that report original observations in the ultraviolet region of Fe I; they are discussed individually below. Because none of them report very extensive measurements we have tabulated them separately in table 2. The mean value of log gf for each line is given in column 8 of table 2 and  entered into table 3 , the complete tabulation, in column 10 headed R. The number of observations in table 2 is lis ted in column 10 of table 3 as a superscript following the R value . All values are normalized to the scale of Corliss and Bozman. a . Sobolev [1943] Sobolev published two sets of measurements made using a 3A doc arc between copper electrodes containing 0.3 percent iron and 0.3 percent tin. From intensity ratios of tin lines he determined a temperature of 5300 oK. Since the two sets overlap, we have listed them in columns 2 and 3 of table 2 under the headings S3 and S5. Sobolev's values compare well with other reliable measure me nts. In disc ussing the discrepancies between his own measurements and those of King and King, he states, "It appears that the conditions under which the measurements of King were made were not conditions of thermal equilibrium for the excited levels. " Since that time, numerous investigators, e.g., Crosswhite [1958] ; Prokofiev, Nikonova, Gruzdev, and Frish [1964] ; or Margoshes and S cribner [1963] , have shown that the discrepancy is due to scattered light in the short wavelength end of the Kings'ospectra, which made their values too small near 3000 A. The disagreement is shown in figure 3 of Margoshes and Sc ribner's paper.
b. Parchevsky and Pen kin [1954] , Penkin [1964] Parchevsky and P e nkin [1954] published relative oscillator s tre ngth s for 56 lines of Fe I whic h they had meas ured by the hook method at the University of Leningrad. With reference to the accuracy of the hook method , the authors state that the quantity Nf can be de ter mined with an error of from 3 to 20 percent, depending on the distance between the peaks of the hooks, and that the e rror in the quantity N depends on the uncertainty in the temperature in the Boltzmann formula and in this case can be as much as 15 percent. This would imply that the maximum error was not greater than 35 percent.
In 1964 P e nkin published a review and summary of his pas t work. In the case of iron , s ubs tantial c han ges were made in m an y of the f-values. Some of th e 'values were chan ged by factors as large as fiv e. Th e value for 3872.503 was not changed a nd is about 3 time s as large as the six other values for that lin e in table 3. For conversion to the CB scale 3.70 was subtracted from the new values. The ne w values are co mpared with those of Corliss and Bozman in fi gure 2 and the converted values are listed in column 4 of table 2. "o~ Using a free burning arc in air, Morosova, Startsev , and Frish have measured oscillator stre ngths for F e I, 117 of which are for lines below 4150 A. By s tudying the self-absorption in the arc, they found that they could measure the intensities of lines arising from the low levels that lie above the a 5 F level if they used an iron anode, a copper cathode and a c urrent of 1.2 A. By comparison of their intensities with those of Cross· white [1950] , they determined a te mpe rature of 4500 OK for their arc. They carried out their photographi c photometry with a tungsten la mp, the crater of a carbon are, and the calibrated continuum from a krypton lamp. A plot of the ratio of their values to those of Corliss and Bozman , in figure 2, shows that th eir values are too small in the region from 3100 to 3700 A. An appropriate correction taken from fi gure 2 was a pplied and their values tabulated in table 2 under the heading MSF.
d. Valters, Nikonova, and Startsev [1964] Measuring the equivalent widths of lines absorbed by iron vapor in a furnace, Valters, Nikonova, and Startsev determined oscill §-tor strengths for 28 lines in the region 2750 to 3150 A and 28 lines in the region 3450 to 3950 A. They took special precautions to filter out scattered light from longer wavelengths in their spectrograph. Nevertheless, a plot of the ratio ) , of their values to those of Corliss and Bozman in figure  2 shows that the values for their short wavelength group are too small, as would be the case if extraneous radiation were superimposed on the absorption lines. . Figure 2 shows how systematic errors of measurement can seriously overiide random errors in oscillator strength work.
. Data of Crosswhite
For more than 20 yeai·s a program of inte nsity measure me nts in atomic and molec ular spec tra has bee n condu cted at Th e J ohn s Hopkins University spectroscopy laboratory by th e late Prof. G. H. Die ke. Many of the meas ure m e nts, particularly those in the spectrum of iron , were made by Dr. H . M. Crosswhite. In 1950 Crosswhite published th e results of hi s inte nsit y meas ure ments in a 2.2 A iron arc. These measure me nts, whi ch) nclude 1064 lin es in the region from 3147 to 5659 A, have been re du ced to oscillator stre ngths by Corliss and Warner (1964) .
In 1958 Crosswhite published a monograph on Fe I whi ch includ ed not only hi s meas ure me nts in th e 2.2 A arc but also measurements made in a 1 A arc and in a hollow cathod e. Some of these meas ure me nts have also b een publis hed in the American Institute of Physics Handbook , pp. 7-89 through 7-102. The observation s from th e 1 A arc are not as numerous as those from the other sources , nor are they any more accurate, so we have not attempted to deriv e oscillator strengths from the m.
With th e hollow cathode, however , he has measured more than 1000 lines in the region from 3200 to 4150 A, about 400 between 2450 and 3200 A and about 700 lines be twe e n 4150 and 8000 A. Above 3150 A Crosswhite made his sensitivity calibration with a standard tungste n ribbon·filament lamp calibrated at the National Bureau of Standards; be twee n 2700 and 3100 A he made an indirect calibration from a study of selfa bsorption and below 2700 A he e xtrapolated. A plot of the ratio of the hollow cat hode intensities to those from Meggers, Corliss, a nd Scribner [1961] show~ that, with th e exce ption of a di scontinuity at 3730 A, the ratio is constant from 3200 to 8400 A. Below 3200 A 331 the ratio beco mes very irregular and th e scatter inc reases. Th e di scontinuity at 3730 A amounts to 0.35 in the log, whi c h is th e sa me as that found by Corliss and Warner in Cro sw hite's 2.2 A arc data. Figure 3 s hows th e plot in th e region 3000 to 4250 A for lin es whose upper le vels lie be tween 46 and 53 kK (kilokaysers). Co mpari son with th e similar pl ots for th e hook me thod data, whi c h s hould be free of wave len gth de pend ent errors, indicates that the di sco ntinuity mu st li e in Crosswhite's inte nsiti es. We corrected the di scontinuity before further discussion of th e da ta. Crosswhite's iron hollow cathode tube was filled with neon to a pressure of 3.5 mm Hg and operate d at 90 rnA. The strong lines were measured photoelectrically. "The much larger group of weaker lines is more conveniently measured photographically. Although the intensity range encountered with the photoelectric measurements was almost 10000: 1, the photographic one is much less and can be e nco mpassed by the use of a few ne utral screens, with reference being mad e to the photoelectric valu es for purposes of plate calibration and standardization." Crosswhite [1958] goes on to say, "Iii s pite of diffic ulti es it appears that, at least within a given multiple t, tran sition probability determinations are possibl e. Co mparison betw.ee n diffe re nt multiplets is more c umberso me than in an equilibrium case, but not impossible . It certainly seems worthwhile to make so me effort to utilize the great stability of th e inte nsities whic h are reproducible to be tter than 1 perce nt for a partic ular experimental arrangemen t. "
It does indeed see m worth an effort to derive oscillator s trength s from Crosswhite's meas ure me nts of hollow cathode inte nsities. To carry out thi s reduction, it is firs t ne cessary to de te rmine the relative occupation numbers of the upper e nergy le vel of each measured transition. In an equilibrium source th ese numbers are determined by measurin g the te mperature of the source and calculating the occupation numbers with Boltzmann's exponential law. At press ures as low as 3.5 mm Hg it is generally thought that a source is no longer in L TE and that the population distribution can no longer be described as simply The data shown in figure 4 permit determination of occupation numbers for the iron atoms in the hollow cathode for only about 50 upper energy levels. To obtain a more complete specification of the population distribution, we repeated the process using the oscillator strengths for 2000 lines of Fe I given by Corliss Boltzmann's exponential law states that and Warner. This allowed us to hnd occupation numbers for 323 levels with an average number of determinations per level of about 4. With the value of N/g for each of these levels known, we calculated log gf from each value of hollow cathode intensity using the formula log gf= log h c+ 3 log A -log N/g
(1) -i5.82, where the value of the nume rical constant depends on the scale of I. This determination makes no assumption about the population distribution among the upper levels of the iron atoms in the hollow cathode discharge. The values derived are entered in column 9 of the table 3 under the heading He.
where the subscript 0 refers to the ground state. Now it we plot log IA/gA (or its reciprocal) versus E, the value of the upper energy level, we will see graphically the population distribution amongst the levels of the atom. In figure 4 we have plotted log gA/I A for every line between 3200 and 9000 A which appears in both Corliss and Bozman (from which the values of gA are taken) and Crosswhite's hollow cathode list (from which the values of I are taken). In most cases each point represents the mean value for 2 to 4 lines. Figure 4 represents the population distribution amongst energy levels of iron atoms in Crosswhite's hollow cathode for every upper level listed in Corliss and Bozman. The dashed line represents an equilibrium distribution at a temperature of 4560 oK. The departures of the individual points from an equilibrium line seem to support an abandonment of the notion of LTE 
Data of Corliss and Bozman
In 1963 Corliss and Bozman published NBS Monograph 53, "Experimental Transition Probabilities for Spectral Lines of Seventy Elements," which is deriv ed from the intensity measurements of Meggers , Corliss, and Scribner [1961] . They reported 663 oscillatq,I strength s for F e I of which about 450 li e below 4150 A. For a number of reasons their scale is suitable to use in a compilation suc h as ours. The number of values reported is so large that th ere are numerous lines in co mmon with every published list. This simplifies the problem of putting all measureme nts onto a common scale. Their absolute scale has been shown by Allen and Corliss [1963 J to be reasonably accurate for all the neutral atoms in the iron gro up. They co ncluded that the CB scale may be high by 0.05 in log gf; on the average. We discuss the accuracy of th e CB absolute scale for F e I in particular in section 5 of thi s paper. The te mpe rature of their light source was determined with an acc uracy of ± 2 percent. Th e precision of their meas urements, while not high, is acc urately kn own and compares well with that of most other published sets of data for Fe I. The co mparisons shown in figure 2 indicate that the intensity scale of Meggers, Corliss, and Scribner is correc tly calibrated as a fun ction of wavelength from 2700 to 4500 A. Howe ver, th e inte ns ity scale of Meggers, Co rli ss, and Scribner is s ubj ec t to a seriou s sys te ma ti c e rror below 2500 A, wh ere it beco mes progre ssively too s malL Th e origin of thi s error li es in th e notori ous lack of any reli a ble e nergy calibration procedure for short wavelengths. Soon after th e publi cati on of NBS Monograph 53, Penkin and Slavenas [1963] publis hed oscilla tor s tre ngth s for lin es of tin and lead whi c h exte nded down to 2170 A. Th ey used th e hook me thod , which does not require an inte nsity calibrati on of any sort. A plot of th e rati o of th ei r valu es to those of Corliss and Bozman (normalized to unity be twee n 2450 and 3000 A) is s hown in fi gure 5. Th e fi gure s how s that the ratio is co nstant be twee n 2450 and 3000 A but that th e CB scale declin es by a factor of 30 be twee n 2450 a nd 2150 A. Thi s co rrec tion has bee n appli ed to th e CB values reporte d in column 8 of table 3.
There are so me inde pe nd e nt data below 2500 A that s upport th e correction derived from th e work of Penkin and Slavenas. Th e relative oscillator stren gths for Co 11 calculated by Gruzdev [1962] with the me thod of inte rm edi a te co upling give ri se to a correction c urv e in s ub stantial agreement with that of fi gure 5. We have, howe ver , prefe rred to base our calibration on ex pe rim e ntal values. Measurement of inte nsiti es of Sn I lin es in c he miluminescent flames led Gilbert [1963J to th e co nc lu sion that the values of Meggers, Corljss , and Scribner [1961J de creased by a fa ctor of 50 be tw ee n 2500 a nd 2100 A. This agrees with our adopted correction ,
Data of Margoshes and Scribner
Margoshes and Scribner [1963] determined relative oscillator strengths for 105 lines of F e I between 2900 and 4150 A using a gas stabilized arc (a form of plasma je t) as an e mi ssion source , All of these lines had bee n mea sured pre vi ously, but by other methods. Figure 5 in their paper shows the ratio of their gf-vahies to those of Co rli ss and Bozman. There appears to be a slight trend of th e ratio with wavelength which hardly ex· ceeds the un certainty of the measurements and we have made no correc tion. The absolute value of th eir scale has bee n altered by adding 0.23 to their values of log gf, there by putting their measurements onto th e co mm on scale of tabl e 3. Their values are li s ted in column 12 und er MS.
Data of Corliss and Warner
In 1964 Corliss and Warner published a compilation of oscillator strengths for Fe I that emphasized th e visible and infrared regions of the spectrum. In addition to their own measurements in the visible and infrared, they included all data published prior to 1963, with the exception of Sobole v [1943] and Parchevsky and Pen kin [1954] whi c h were not a vailable to the m, and th e hollow cathod e data of Crosswhite [1958] (v. sec. 2.3) . These data included King and Kin g [1938] , Carte r [1949] , Crosswhite [1950] , Alle n and As aad [1957J , and Corli ss and Bozman [1962] lon gward of 3100 A. Th e values of M itrofanova [1952] ; Aarts, Harting, and Bakke r [1954] ; and H efferlin [1959] we re di scus sed but not in corporated into th eir "best" value.
Th e " bes t" valu e of Corliss and Warn er is e ntered in column 8 und e r CWo As in th e tabulation of the Ru ssians' meas ure me nts, a s upe rscript followin g the value indi cates th e numbe r of e ntries contributing to their " b es t" value and is used as a weighting factor in arriving at th e " bes t" value in column 13, The CW values include and s up erse de those of Corliss and Bozman at wavelengths above 3100 A. Since the CW value s e nd at 3100 A, the CB values are tabulated 111 the same column at shorte r wavelengths.
Data of King, Olsen, and Corliss
In 1965 King, Olsen, and Corliss published oscillator s tre ngths for 300 Fe I lines between 2500 and 3200 A.
They were calculated from the equivalent width s of lines absorbed from the co ntinuum of a high press ure Xenon lamp when its radiation was passed through iron vapor ina graph ite-tube electri c furnac e. Scattered light was controlled with a Corex red-purple filter. To avoid the flat portion of the curve-of-growth in the reduction of the data, only the faintest lines in each exposure were measured. Since the lines observed cover a very large range of intensities, a great many spectrograms would be required to put all of the lines on the same scale of intensity, Although 86 separate exposures were made, it was nevertheless necessary to tie some of them together with suppleme ntary data, For this purpose the oscillator strengths of Corliss and Bozman were used. This procedure should not introduce any wavelength dependent e rror or e ne rgy le vel depe ndent error, even if such an e rror we re present in the CB data. The only e rror which co uld be introduced from the supplementary data would be an inLensity dependent error. Such an error is most unlikely.
In figure 6 is plotted the ratio of oscillator strengths from KOC to those from CB as a function of upper energy le vel in kilokaysers. With the exception of two points at about 60 kK, there is only a very slight de pend e nce of ratio on upper energy level. Qualitatively, this dependence is in the sense that the KOC te mperature scale is slightly smaller than the CB scale which is in accord with results found earlier by Corliss [19621-The same ratio is plotted as a function of wavelength in figure 7 . The ratio seems to be independent of wavelength, with the ~ossible exception of the region from 3100 to 3200 A. The remarkable departure of the two high level lines at 2542 and 2543
A from the ge ne ral tre nd of the plots is unexplained.
The values from this paper are entered in column 11 of • table 3 under KOC King, OLsen, and CorLiss [1965] to those from Corliss and Bozman [1962] as a function of upper energy level. King, Olsen , and Corliss [1965] to those from Corliss and Bozman [1962] On all plates a spectrum of the iron arc through a calibrated step wedge (placed at the spectrograph slit) was obtained_ All arc and spark spectra were traced with the recording microphotometer at the Royal Greenwich Observatory. From the step wedge spectra, photographic calibration curves were drawn for each plate. Line and continuum readings frol11 the charts were converted into intensities with the aid of these characteristic curves. The continuum intensity was subtracted from the apparent line intensity t~ve the true line intensity_
In gene ral at least three independent intensity measure ments were made on each line. Over most of the intensity range the plate-to-plate interagreeme nt of line intensitie s when placed on a uniform scale, was -0.03 dex_ (± 7%)_ In the arc spectra all strong lines were rejecte d to avoid effects of self-reversal.
Our intensity measurements in a range of 200 A near 4100 A were compared with the Fe If-values given by Corliss and Warner in the manner described by Corliss and Warner and the excitation temperatures for th e two sources de rived. For the 1 A doc arc a valu e of 4630 ± 70 oK was found. In figure 8 we show th e grap h from which the excitation te mperature of th e spark was d etermined. It can b e seen that for uppe r I e nergy levels where E < 48 kK the pop ulation of levels in o ur spark source is closely Boltzmannian. Th e de rived temperature is 6170 ±30 oK. The departure from linearity in figure 8 for E > 48 kK is a re fl ec tion of the normalization fun ction appli ed to th e Corliss a nd Warner I-values , and will be discu ssed later.
With the above de te rmin e d exci tatio n te mperature s I we can calc ulate from the CB (and CW)Fe If-values, a th eore tical line intensity for all lin es in co mm on with the present work (wi th E < 48 kK):
where E is in kK. W e th e n plot log IcBA3 -log lw as a fu nctio n of A. This gives th e wavele ngth calibration for the plate (i.e., dete rmin es the co mbin ed e ffects of plate sensitivity a nd sp ec trograph tran s mi ssion) and at the same tim e tak es car e of the A 3 factor. Usin g this grap h we correct all inte nsities measure d in th e prese nt work and obtain valu es of log IwA3 on a n arb itrary scale. Relati ve gf'values for all lin es were th e n calculated from . _ 3
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log gf.·el -log IW A + T . These relative values were corrected for departure from a Boltzmann distribution and adjusted to the absolute scale by plottin g this log girel -log f CB or cw vers us E for lin es in common with CB or CW and applyin g the indi cated correction to every line. The values a re li s ted in columns 6 and 7 of table 3.
Data of Corliss From NBS
In the region below 2500 A a new se t of observations has been made at the National Bureau of Standards and is reported in column 1 of table 3. Since thi s region is densely populated with lines of the first and second spectrum of iron, observations were made in the third order of a 30000 lines per inch grating mounted· in parallel light. The second order was eliminate d with a c hlorine filter. A step sector wheel with sector openings in the ratio of two was mounted at the slit and reduced the intensity by that ratio in eight s uccessive steps along the le ngth of th e slit image. An ac hromati c le ns at the slit formed an image of the light so urce on the gratin g and pe rmitted uniform illuminati on of th e slit (in the absence of the sector wheel).
The li ght so urce was a 1 A arc between a 7/32 in. di a m rod of co mm ercially pure iron as the lower anode and a pointed 3/8 in . graphite upper cathode. Exposure tim es were abo ut an hour on Kodak 103a-O plates. Three se ts of plates were meas ured .
Th e inten sities were es timated by visual inte rpolation be tween s te ps in th e sectored spectrogra ms. 
Results
Th e results of the compilations and measurements dis c ussed in sections 2 and 3 are presented in table 3. The wavelengths are taken in order of prefere nce from Edlen [1955] ; from Russell and Moore [1944] ; from Kiess , Rubin, and Moore [1961] ; or, in a fe w cases, are calculated from the term combina tion s. The classifications are take n from the sa me papers and the numerical values of th e e ne rgy leve ls are given to the nearest kayser in columns 2 and 3. The lower excitation pote ntial in electron volts h as been calculated by multiplying th e lowe r e ne rgy level in column 2 by 0.00012398 and the res ult , rounded off to two de cimal places , is entered in column 4. The multiplet numbe rs in column 5 are those assigned by Moore [1945 Moore [ , 1952 Tables. ' . The reco mme nded or "best" value of log gf gIven in column 13 is, in general, the unweighted mean of the individual values of log gf in the previous seven columns. However Log gf) . . and log gAl A. have been computed from the best value and are give n in the last two columns. Log gf'A. is useful in dealing with curves of growth in absorption spectra and stellar spectra and log gAlA. in determining temperatures from intensity measurements in emission spectra.
It should be noted also that the lin e strength, S, is equal to gfA./304, or log S = log gfA. -2.48.
Discussion of the Absolute Scale
In this section we discuss the various attempts to make absolute determinations of oscillator strengths for lines of Fe I and try to decide if a scale more accurate than that used in this paper can be recommended.
A In their work on the abundances of the ele me nts in the solar atmosphere, Goldberg, Miiller, and Alle r [1960] calculated absolute values of log gf for Fe I lines of the 3d 7 4s -3d 7 4p tran sition array from th e f-sum rule, assuming fr= 1.0 The array has 45 lines in the range 3585 to 4150 A. This f-sum scale is 0.06 less than the scale of our table.
With a somewhat different formulation of the f-sum rule, assuming fr= 0.7, Allen [1960] adjusted a large number of relative oscillator strengths for Fe I to an absolute scale. A comparison of that scale with the scale of Corliss and Bozman made by Allen and Cor-J liss [1963] leads to the co nclusion that Allen's f-sum scale is 0.20 less than our present scale.
In an interesting experiment reported to the Aeronautical Systems Division, AFSC in 1965, Karstensen and Richter of the University of Kiel measured the lifetimes of the ilF4 and ilD! levels in Fe I. They also calculated them from the oscillator strengths of Corliss and Warner [1964] whi ch are reported on the present scale. The lifetimes in nanoseconds are quoted below from their report. There does not appear to be any significant difference between the two sets of determinations.
Paul L. Byard [1966] of the Ohio State University De partment of Astronomy has been making oscillator strength measurements in Fe I using a luminous shock tube. Preliminary results obtained for a group of lines in the red part of the spectrum show agreement with the values of Corliss and Bozman within the experimental uncertainties.
From a discussion such as this we cannot hope to arrive at an exact correction to be applied to our scale. It is obvious that the absolute scale is still somewhat uncertain. The mean correction obtained from the six determinations mentioned above is -0.11 with a standard deviation of this mean amounting to 0.04. At the present time therefore, it would seem that the scale used in this paper is high by about 0.1 in log gf. In order to keep the scale in this paper uniform with that of our previous work in the visible and infrared parts of the spectrum, we have not applied ,the correction here. Furthermore, there is little doubt that this figure is subject to some change as more data on the absolute scale of oscillator strengths for Fe I is accumulated.
Conclusion
In this paper numerous oscillator strength meas urements, both new and old, for 2000 lines of Fe I have be e n assembled, adjusted to the same scale, and best values for most of the lines suggested. The scale on whi c h they are prese nted is the same as that used by Corliss and Bozman [1962] for F e I and by Corliss and Warner [1964] . The v~lues in this paper supersede the values below 4151 A in Corliss and Warner [1964] and, together with the remaining 1349 lines in t?at paper, provid e a total of 3349 lines of Fe I for whIch more or less accurate values of oscillator strengths are known. These are more than three-quarte rs of the classified lines of Fe I which have been observed in the laboratory.
The accuracy of the best valu es of log gf in table 3, taken as relative values, will vary greatly from line to line, depending on the number and origin of the obser-
vati ons co ntri buting to it. The standard de viation of th e ne w observations should be about th e sa me as those of Corliss and Warner [1964] whi c h were s tated to be about 0.13. Graphical re prese ntati on of th e overall scatte r encountered in the con tru c tion of c urves of growth with those values are give n by Bell and Rodgers [1965] for stellar atmos ph eres and for th e solar atmosphere by Goldberg, Kopp , and Dupree [1964] ; by Warner [1964] ; and by Aller, O'Mara, and Little [1964] .
The absolute scale on whic h th ese values is re ported appears to be about 25 percent hi gher than the bes t absolute scale for F e I that can be es tabli shed at pres· e nt. The uncertainty in th e best ab solute scale, on th e basis of the consiste ncy amongst th e various se ts of determinations considered 'above see ms to h e about 11 percent (standard deviailon of th e mea n for six se ts). Therefore, for work requirin g th e bes t prese nt es timate of th e absolute scale , we s uggest s ubtrac ting 0.10 from our reported valu es of log gf. Improved knowledge of this correc ti on can be expected in th e near future.
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